
WRITING PROCESS PRE WRITING ACTIVITIES PRESCHOOL

Use these pre-writing activities for preschoolers to help your also helps students process sensory information critical to
the writing process.

Ben tells her he likes chicken. Trace inside letter stencils on a light table. Simply write letters on sheets of
Bubble Wrap with a Sharpie and let kids pop their way to letter recognition. Emergent writing experiences can
include spontaneous writing during center time and teacherguided writing activities. Bubble Wrap What a
great way to recycle all that leftover Bubble Wrap! As a baby begins to explore the world around them
through rolling, crawling, and standing, they are building those strong core muscles for future fine motor
tasks. When Ms. Savannah sits at the discovery center looking at a classroom experiment. Invite children to
share their books with the class and then add them to the library. Tips for teachers Find writing opportunities
that strengthen homeâ€”school connections. Tongs or teabag squeezers to pick up objects. Progress with
different types of lines as your child gains more control. Fortunately, there are many activities you can get
your children doing, both in the preschool and in the home environment, to get them off on the right foot.
Learning from teacher modeling Children benefit from teachers modeling writing and from opportunities to
interact with others on writing projects. Examples of Tracing Letters: Trace over your writing or tactile letters,
like sandpaper letters or glitter glue letters. This post contains affiliate links. As an alternative to sand, you can
fill your tray with salt, flour, cornmeal, or rice. Shaving cream This classic activity is a great starting place for
pre-writers. Make it Tactile â€” Craft Another great way to make your young learners aware of the formation
of letters is to let them create their own. Then use a sharp object to draw a letter on the flattened area. Several
children in the dramatic play center are drawing different types of flowers for a flower market. Dennis, L.
When beginning to work with dot-to-dot activities, create simple ones, especially if working with a younger
preschooler or a child with fine motor delays. Mimes and Rhymes Making sure your class is aware of the
sounds and the shapes of certain letters is the best place to start.


